Coveted

Discover what happens when a woman
stumbles across a Scottish werewolf
imprisoned in a thousand-year old
dungeon. Magic and mayhem, not to
mention a lot of kick-ass action and some
sexy hijinks, of course. Pack alpha Aiden
vows to do whatever necessary to protect
his people. When he discovers a plot to
harvest blood from his wolves to create the
ultimate drug, hes determined to stop them
at any cost. And quickly finds himself
taken captive. After months in prison,
Aiden barely manages to hang onto his
sanity. The last thing he expects is a
shapely little human to come to his rescue
and bring out all his protective instincts.
Shayla is being stalked because of her
abilities as a seeker. When offered a job in
Scotland, she leaps at the chance to escape.
With danger pursuing her at every turn, she
must decide if she could give up her magic
in order to live a safe, ordinary life. Never
in her wildest fantasies did she expect to
find a feral-looking man imprisoned in a
thousand-year-old dungeonor be so wildly
attracted to him. She didnt need more
trouble, but when fate presents the means
to help him escape, she doesnt hesitate.
Now they are both being hunted, and Aiden
is determined to do everything in his power
to protect Shaylaand seduce her into
becoming his mate. As the danger
intensifies, Aiden begins to suspect that
Shayla might be the key to saving not only
his people but also the future of his raceif
he could keep her alive long enough.
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